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ON THE MEASURE OF HILBERT NEIGHBORHOODS FOR
PROCESSES WITH STATIONARY, INDEPENDENT

INCREMENTS

GLEN BAXTER1

1. Introduction. Let {x(t), 0fkt<<&} denote a stochastic process

with stationary, independent increments for which x(0)=0. Accord-

ing to the Levy-Khitchine representation, the characteristic function

of x(t) has the form

(1) £{e^("} = e-<*«>.

Moreover,

/°° /                       if u   \ 1 + u2
(e«« - 1 - —— )-—dG(u),

-x\                    1 + u2/     u2

where G(u) is a bounded, nondecreasing function with G(— °o)=0

and where 7 is a real-valued constant. Below it is shown that for

certain processes of this type the measure of the Hilbert neighborhood

of the origin is related to the solution of a certain differential system.

In fact, (A) if {x(t), 0fkt< °° } is a separable stochastic process with

symmetric, stationary, and independent increments for which x(0)=0,

and if
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(3) <KS) =   f   e-"£-|exp    -u f   x2ir)dr + i£s(*) \i dt,

then

(4) <pi£) =  f  4>ix, Qdx,
J -00

where fix) = fix, £) i5 ^e unique solution of the system

uf" -[s + xp(x)}4> = 0,

f —-> 0 as # —* +  oo ,

(5) f is continuous for all x,

f is continuous except at x = £,

lim <£' — lim $ = 1/u.

In other words, #(#, £) is the Green's function of the differential

system formed from the first two lines in (5).

One might ask what connection the x variable in (5) has with the

process {x(t), OSt< °° } since this variable is integrated out in (4).

No "simple" interpretation of f(x, £) in terms of the process seems to

exist. In some cases it can be shown that </>(£) itself satisfies a differ-

ential equation. Specifically, (B)2 if {x(t), OSK x>} is a separable

stochastic process with stationary, independent increments for which

x(0) = 0, and if E {x2(t)} exists for all t and has a finite Laplace trans-

form, then the <£(£) in (3) satisfies

(6) «*"(£) ~[s + ^tt)]*(Q = - 1.

The boundary conditions for <£(£) may vary from process to process.

For processes with density functions it is clear from (3) that

$(£)—*0 as £—>+ o=. Later, we give an example where </>(£) is periodic

of period 27r in £ (see §4).

2. Proof of (A). Simply described, the proof is based on a change

of order of integration, both at the real line and the function space

level. However, since the integrals over the real line do not exist in

the ordinary sense, they are replaced by Riemann sums in the proof. We

denote by {x(t), 0St< °° } the original process, by {w(t), QSt< °° }

the Wiener process, and by Ei{ • • • } and Ew{ • • ■ }, respectively,

the expectations on these processes. For any t, let xnk = x(kt/n) and

wnk = w(kt/n). Then,

2 Darling has mentioned to the author that result (B) follows from a previous

paper by Siegert and Darling [2].
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Ei <exp    -it — Y, xnk + i^xn„   >
\      L        n *_o JI

(7) = Ei <Ewlexo   i(2u)112 ]T xnk(wn,n-k — wn,n-k-i) + i&nn   > >

- Et Iew (exp li E ((2uyi2Wn.n-k + i)(xrik - *,.». ,)1| j-

= Ew {exp |~- — E H(2uyi2Wn,n-k + {)*)} •
I      L     « fc-i J;

Passing to the limit on n in (7) and using separability, we have

//-{exp   -u f *2(r)dT + ifcr(/)   i

= /vjexpT- j +((2uy>2w(r) + £)<fr~|j .

We deduce that

(8) 0(f) =   f   e-"/v|exp |~-   f ^((2«)1'2w(t) + Qdrlld/.

The result of Kac [l, §3] can be used to evaluate the right-hand side

of (8) since 0 is a non-negative function. Thus,

0(y, 0)dy,

where 0(y, rj) is the unique Green's function of the system

jdi" - [s + ^((2uy2y + f)]0 = 0,

0 —> 0 as y —» ±  co.

A change of variable to x = (2«)1/2y+£ now gives the desired result.

3. Proof of (B). Let Ft(x) be the distribution function of x(t) and

let

(x2 I x I   fk a,
V"{X)   =    1    2 I     >

la | 11   s «.

Starting with
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Qo(x, t) = Ft(x),

Qn+i(x,t)=  f    f  F(_T(*-{)7.({)<*tg„(£>T)dT>
J 0    •/ -»

and following exactly the method of Kac [l, §3], it is possible to show

that the function

(9)       qaix) =   I    e-s(£/<exp   -u I    Va(x(r))dT \, x(t) <x\dt

satisfies the equation

F(x - QVaiQdtqaiQ = F(x),
-oo

where

e-s'Ft(x)dt.
o

From (9) we see that qa(x) is a decreasing function of a. Let q(x) be

the limit of qa(x) as a becomes infinite. From (9) and (10) it follows

that for any x>y

q(x) - qiy) S qaix) - qa(y) S Fix) - F(y),

so that for any A > 0

(12)        f   edq(® s f   edqM s f   w$).
J \i\>A J \i\>A J \i\>A

The assumption that Ei{x2(t)} exists and has a finite Laplace trans-

form implies that the right-hand estimate in (12) goes to zero as A

becomes infinite. Thus, we can show

lim    rF(x - Z)edqa(t) =   f   F(x - i)?dq(£).
a->»    J -a «^—oo

Taking limits on a in (10) gives finally

/OO

F(x - SWqit) = F(x).
-OO

Now, we observe from (3) and (9) that

f(0 =   f   e«*dq(x),
"  -00
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and from (12) it follows that 0"(£) exists. Furthermore, from (11)

/CO f% COe^xdF(x) =   I    e—t-'+Wdt = l/(s + 0(£».
-oo ^ 0

Taking Fourier transforms throughout (13), we find after a simple

algebraic manipulation

«0"(s) - [* + 0a)]0© = -1.

4. Examples. We illustrate the results with two examples.

Cauchy process. In this case xp(x) = \x\ and (A) applies. We want

the Green's function of the system.

tud>" - (s + | x | )0 = 0,

10 —» 0 as x —> ± oo.

It is not difficult to show that for the 0(£) in (3) in this case

0(0) =   I     e-s'£riexp    -u I   x2(r)dr   I dt

1 /•»
= - I Ki/3(x)dx

-,.(4(D'r«'-"-"
where Kp(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. We

are not able to invert this transform in closed form. Another form for

<6(0) and an inversion with respect to 5 appear in [2].

Poisson process.3 For this case \j/(x) =a(l— exp (ix)) and (B) ap-

plies. Now set

Ak =   I     e-8(£/<exp    —u I    x2(r)dr \,x(t) = ki dt,

so that

4>(0 = E Ake*t.

From (6)

00 CO

E (uk2 + s + a)Ake*i = 1 + a E Akei^+1^.
k—0 k—0

Thus,

3 Darling has mentioned to the author that this calculation can also be made

using results by Darling [3].
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An = a" / (f{ (s + a + uk2)\

(14) *=°
= ±_a-_( n -J—Y

k=o u"(s + a + uk2) \m=o;m*k m2 — k2/

Inverting (14) with respect to 5 we find

£j<exp   — u I    x2(r)dr \, x(l) = n>

(15)
n       a—a t—u tk / n 1 \

k=o       u" \w.=o;m*k m2 — ¥/

and inverting (15) with respect to u we have

P<  )    x2(r)dT < a,x(t) = ni

a"    •"i"!"^/')1'2) /       n 1        \

= e-at— Yj (a - tk2)"[     II     -)•
n\ k=o \m.=o;m*k m2 — k2/

It is interesting to note that if n<(a/t)112 and if x(t) is a sample

function for which x(t)=n, then necessarily

/x2(r)dr < a,
o

and   the   left-hand   side   of    (16)    becomes   merely   P{x(t)=n}

= e~at(at)"/nl. Thus, we have the following rather unusual identity,

n / " 1 \
£ (a - tk2)" (     II      -) = t".
k=o \m=o;m?!* m2 — k2/
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